
The Cafe Menu for 1st grade 
 

Comprehension 
(I understand what I read.) 

Accuracy 
(I can read the words.) 

Fluency 
(I can read smoothly.) 

Expand Vocabulary 
(I know, find, & use interesting words) 

 Preview Penguin: Picture Walk & 
Predict 

 Story Elements Elephant: 
Characters, Setting, Events, 
Problem, Solution, Lesson 

 Digger Dog: Author’s Message 
------------------------------- 
 Schema Seal: Think about what 

you already know about the topic 
 Text Feature Turtle: Use text 

features to help you understand 
nonfiction  

 Recall Rope: Topic, Details, Key 
Concepts, Connection, Text 
Features 

 Questioning Owl: Ask thick 
questions 

 Back-Up Butterfly:Go back & 
reread when reading does not 
sound right or make sense 

 P.I.E.: (Author’s Purpose: 
Persuade, Inform, Entertain) 
Why the author wrote the text 

 Iggy Inferring Iguana: 
Background Knowledge + Text 
Clues= Inference 

 Context Clue Crab: Find clues in 
the sentence to help understand 
the meaning of a word. 

 Eagle Eye: Look at the picture 
 Lips the Fish: Get your mouth 

ready for the first sounds and tap 
it out 

 Skippy Frog: Skip the word, and 
come back 

 Stretchy Snake: Stretch out the 
sounds & blend them together 

 Peekin’ Poodle: Peek at the 
pictures & words. Does it look 
right? Does it sound right? Does it 
make sense? 

------------------------------ 
 Detective Duck: Notice the 

ending sounds. 
 Flippy Dolphin: Flip the sound! 

Try short & long sounds. Try 
hard & soft sounds 

 Chunky Monkey: Look for 
chunks you know. 

 Tryin’ Lion: Try to reread the 
sentence. Try a word that 
makes sense. 

 Helpful Kangaroo: Ask for help 
after you have tried the other 
strategies 

 

 Read “Just Right” books 
 Use punctuation 
 Read like a storyteller 
 Sight Word Squirrel: practice your 

sight words 
------------------------------- 
 Back-Up Butterfly: Go back 

and reread to make reading 
smooth. 

 Fancy Word Fox: Find fancy 
words when reading 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 = Strategies learned by the 1st conference 

 = Strategies learned after the 1st conference 

Behaviors that Support Reading 
 

Get started right away  Stay in one place  Read the whole time  Increase stamina          Select “just right” books 


